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ABSTRACT 
Some low d~emion or low tank eases of a formula for a product of e_~_~~ 
of matrices are stmiied using eigenvaiue eomidemtiom. Counterexamldes to certain 
natural con~ involving a pmduc~ of ~-_~ e~~,~,~ are ~ ~w~_~n n~l 
commen~ relatiug to cet~z~n recently discovered exponenti~ denut~s are inchaded. 
La a r~nt  paper [7] a proof of this fact was outlined: If H, K are n × n 
Hermitian maudlin, unitary ma~c~s U -- J  "" ~ r~,,*nd~n~ tmu v mwttya  ex~- t  l ,u~,~ . . . . .  on  
H, K) such that e~% tx ffi e ~¢vuw +vxv*), where * denotes the adjoint. In this 
paper we shall re-prove this theorem by elementaw tecb~ques based on 
eigenvalue estima~on i_nthe ~ ease in which the rank of K is one. As .~ 
consequence we obtain an elementa~w p,-~of of the 2 × 2 ~ of ~e  gene~A 
th__eo~m, mcluc]ing mine in[o_rmA~o~ on_ the dependence d U, V on H, K. 
We shall also consider the related ex-~nenH~! formula e% s= e sAs'" +r~-~ 
• ~volving exponen~,~als ! of gen~ml (not necessary Hennitian) n × n maul'ices 
A, B, with the matrices 5 and T dependent on A and B, proving it by 
eiementary m~ ~ the ~~. ]  c~.~ in ~,_'~h ~ ~,~c _~,~_..k one° A~,  as 
consequence., we obtain an elementary proof of the 2 × 2 case of the fun 
asser~o~., with ~ormation on the dependence of S, T on A, B. Fur~cnno~, 
we Cn~ &~sprove by ~terexamp|e  certain reasonable conjectures, in 
particular showing ~.~,t the fonmfla ~ust given for eAe ~ iS invalid if the 
rna~c~ A, B ~e not in a neigh~-~oo~ of zero. (The formula for e~% ~ 
global.) F~nally, we ~ ~ese resuits m ~e ~gh~ of recent wo~ o~ the 
exponen~ function due to F. R~v~;~ [3-5] (a~d earlier due to ~ Jw~ 
and Ve~gne [2]) and the p~nt  author [10]. 
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Theorems 1 and 3 below we~ found about 1979, were described in a t~ 
at ~he 19~ Auburn (A Iaba~ ma~ ~e~y conference, and formed part of 
the mppox~ng evidence for the brief treatment ofthe exponentia[ hm~:tiot~ in 
[9], but for obscure reasons are only now being published. The following 
presenta~on updates this old material by adding Corollaries 2 and 4, and 
Theorem 5. 
It is to be crop ~ha~-'o~Z~,~ ~'--  the methods of ffAs paper ,~  ,,,,, ,~, . . . . .  ~ the best ones 
for studying a product of matrix exponentials, the Lie theoretic circle of ideas 
connoted with th~ Campbe]l-BakeroHausdorIf exponential formula being a 
better setting. ~_e t~hniques below, simi~- in sp':.'-:t to ~ose used in [~, do 
provide an aitemative tool when it is unclear how to exploit he Lie theory, 
and also are reasonably efficient in the testing of conjectures and the 
construction of counterexamp!es. Morn tL~3n_ this is not asserted. 
All matrices in this paper are over the complex number field. 
T ~ ~  1. Let H and R be Henni~an ~tr~ces with rank R <~ 1. Then 
uni~a~ matrices U and V exist such that eme m = e ~(UuU* + vnv*). 
~ .  The left side is a product of two un~taries, o it has the form 
e ~L for some Hermil~m L. The theorem provides a formula for L. Of course, 
the rank restriction is needed only for our method of proof; the theorem is 
valid without he restriction. 
Co~oxz,,~LY 2. If  H and K are 2 x 2 Hermifian ma~ri~es, then e~-'e~K= 
eJ~Ono * + w:v*) for suitable 2 ×2 uni~ffj ma~es  U and V dependent on H 
a.~d ~o Moreover.. we mau take U - e ~e, V - e ~Q where iP, iQ belong to the 
L~e aigebm over the real numbers generated by ill, iK, and iI, with the 
sca~r nmt~x ~I not needed i f  ?4. K have zero trace. 
T ~ ~  3. There exists a number E, > 0 with the foU~ng property: 
then e% n--- e sAs- +rRz-  for c in non ngular mat ces S and T 
dent on A and R. 
~ .  The left side is nons in~ so it has the form e L for some L. 
The theorem provides a formula for L. The rank restriction is only required 
by our method of proof; the t|,eorem is true without it. 
COROLL~Y 4. Yhe~ ~ a neighborhood of  0 in the space of  9 × 2 
n~ic~ 6~ch that w~e~ A, B be~ to this neig/~borhood, th~ e AeB= 
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~SAS-:+rST-~ for m~zb/e nons/ngu/ar ma~ces S,T dependent on A, B. 
Moreover, we ma~ t,~ S = e e, T ffi eQ, where 2, Q belong to the Lie algebra 
generated by A, B, and I, with &e ~ ~  ~mx I ~,~ nee, ded when A, B 
have zero trace. 
"Ihe nmnber % in Theorem 3 depends on the norm bering use& However, 
if the theorem holds for one norm, it holds for any other with a different %, 
since ~ norms on finite dimension~ spaces are equivalent. The norm we use 
is the maximmn singular value. We shall also show that Theorem 3 is false if 
the matrices A, R have norms that are too large. 
Proof o f  Theorem 1. By continm~, it ~ suffice to assume that H has 
simple eigenvalues only, say h I < --- < h n, even though it is not d~.ai_~m~.~ 
that U and V depend continuously on H and K; compactness of the unitary 
group covers this difficulty. Actually, by perturbing the hp we may assume 
the stronger condition that the h ,  when reduced rood 29 to the interval 
[0, 29), yield distinct residues. Md{iplying by e -'s~, we may also asinine that 
h I - O. Since R has rank at mint one, R = t'~*, where l' is a real number and 
r is a unit column vector. Set W ffi e m and Y = em. By [1], the eigenvalues of
W'Yffieme m interlace (on the unit civic) the eigenwu'ues of W. Let 
e~P~,...,e :p- be the eigeaval,,_.~_ d WY,  where the values of Pz,-..,, P, are 
dete~ed only to within integral multiples of o_ ....~ a. .  nr 
these eigenvalues i  umpecified as yet. We have et~'~ ffidet WY ffi eiu'ue ~u'a, 
whence Pl + "'" + P, - hi + + h, + ~" (rood 2~). Ad~-_mting one of the pj 
by an integral multiple o, "2;i we may assume 0mr Pt +" '+ P .= hl 
-- n~ + g~rap where + -.- + h, + ~'. Reducing ~ae h i rood 29, we h~v~ h i "  
0 ~: h~ < g.~ ~d ~ is an intt~er; 1 ~< i g n. From h~ = 0 we get h i ffi 0 ffi a~. 
The asmmption about he distinetness of the h~ rood 2vr implies that the h~ 
are distinct. Next, reduce the p. mn~l ~,  ~ that ~-=9~ '$~-, wh~m 
0 ~ p~ < 2~ and fit is an integer; 1 ~< ~ ~ n. Then the eigenvalucs o~ W and 
WY are, respectively, e~ and e~,  1 ~< ] ~< n. Enumerating the eigenvalues 
of W in counterc l~se  order arouad ~c "-~;---t ~.-~de, _~ke~"~g "~'i~ 
I = ~s,, we obtain a permutation p of I,..., n, with ~(1) = i, such that (0 ffi ) 
h~ < h~) < -.- < h~,~ ( < ~) .  Interlacing of the eigenvalues of W3 r with 
t~ d W implies, ~we number the p~ appropriately (and perhaps adjust 
on~ p~ with value 0 to be 2¢t, modifying the corresponding fit mih~bly), that 
(1) 
We seek real nwnbvrs k~,...,k~ suc~ that: (1_') g:.~,...,k~ /nterlace 
~,  ~ ..-  ~<k~<h~ or h~<k~g .-. hi, . . . ,  h. in the sense that either ~ ~ -~..l -~ 
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~<h. ~<~.; (ii) ~1 + "'" +~=h~ + -.- +h ,  +~'; and (ui) ~ = P,O)+ 9~=t~. 
1 ~< j ~ n, for some permutation ~of 1,..., n and so_m_ e ~, t~e~ ~:,..., ~,. if 
these numbers can be ~o~md, we may then _find a rank at most one He~~n 
matrix X such that [by (i) and a well-known fact; ~ [8]] H + X has 
kv . . . ,  k ,  as its eigenvalues, with [by (ii)] ~" the nontrivial eigenvalue of X, 
and [by (~)]  sach that e i(H+x) has eigenv~,dues es~',...,e '~, . This will mean 
"~'"~ ~^" "°  , ,m i ta ry  U, 
W-~" = e:He se = Ue s(H+ x)U* = e ~(UHv* + uxv*). 
Since UXU*-  ~'xx* for some unit vector x, we have UXU* = VRV* for any 
unitaw ,n~~ V mapping • to x. But then the desired result eme m= 
~(u~w+ vav*) will be proved..'~ae rguments showing that conditiom (i), (ii), 
(iii) can be met divide into two cases, accor0~g as a~ +. . -+  a.-<-<ill 
~- . . .  -F n p, or not. First, however, we establish a prdiminary fact. 
(a )Wea lmmhat~ a~ ~ ej+1; {I)) i fp -~-( ] )>u-~(]+l ) ,  then 
a~ + 1 <~ a{+ 1. 
• ~ ~ < • Proof. We nave h~<h,~x, so that h~-h~+ 1 2¢t(a~+~-e~). Since 
0 ~< h~ < 2e, for all ~, the left'Im~nd ~de is > - 29, and thus, because a~ and 
~+ ~ are integers, we must have a~+ 1-  a~ >t 0~ This proves (a). Now set 
Then In case (b) 
we have p > q, so that h~(p) "~ h~(q), and therefore a~+ 1 - ~-i cannot be zero. 
[ ]  
We shall choose the k j in accord with (iii) by selecting a permutation 
and integers t l , . . . ,  t,. we  shall also require that t~ + --- + t, ffi 0; by (iii) 
t l~  will imply that (ii) also holds. Thus, we need only choose p and ~tegers 
h, . . . ,  t ,  with tx + . . .  + t,  = 0 such that the k~ defined by (iii) satisfy (i). 
F~,  ~uppose t~t  el  + " "  + a ,  ~< ~1 + "-" +/s,.  Let tj = ~ - p,  !c: 
i -- 1,..., n -  1, and take v to be the identity permutation. Then, we claim, 
h! <~ kx <~ hs <~ . . . <~ h,_ l  <~ k ,_ l  <~ h .. The condition hs <~ k i (for i<n)  
becomes h~ ~< 0~, which fonows fTom (1). The condition k s ~ hi+ x ~mounts tc 
p~ - h~+ 1-<-< 2~(al+ t - at). This is valid if p~ ~ h~+ l, since as÷ ! >I as. H p~ > 
h~.~l, let i f  9(p), i+  1 =~t(q): .Then p~p)> h~(,), forcing ~y (1)] q ~ p, 
hence q < p, an,~ therefore ~-~(i )> ~-~(i + 1). By the !emma, th~s means 
~s+ 1 ~ at + I, ~d  h~n~ ~ - ~+ i ~ 2~ ~ 2~(a~÷ 1 - as), as desired. The ~ 
part of condition (i) to be checked is h. ~ k.; using ~1 + "'" + ~. = 0, this is 
the same as h" - g" ~ ~(~ + . . .  + ~. - ~x . . . . .  ~.). This valid by the 
de~on o~ the case, (1), ~d' ~L - ~L = ~) -  ~) ~< O, whe~ p = ~-~(n)~ 
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Now assume that a~ + -..  + a ,  > fl~ + ..- + ft,. Define the permutation 
by ~ = p¥~- ~, where T is the h~ cycle 7(i)ffi ~-  1 (rood n). Then 
.... ~ - ~(~) < ~~-~or2~n,  s incep-~( i )> l~or i> l [beca~se " ' ~ x ~ ' j    = 1]. 
F~u~c~ore,  ff .~-~(i - 1) < p'° ~(i) |or some i, 1 < i < n,_ then _~-~(i - I) ~< 
7~-~(i) = ~-~( i )  also holds. For 1 < i < n, define t~ = a~ - fl~(o" T-hen we 
have h~ < k~ < h~ < k~ < . . .  < h,_~ < k,  < h,. These in~~ies  are 
checked as ~oHows: For 2 < t ~ n, k, ~< h, amounts to P'm < h~, that is, to 
have p~q) < h~p), as desired. The condition h~_ t < k~ amounts to h~_ ~-  P~'m 
2~a~ - a~_t), that is, to h~-  p~q) < 2~(a~ - ~-t ) ,  where p ffi p-~ 
i - 1,  = - t~( i .  ~.~ consi~i~r m~ cases ~,~ ~ ,,-~'-: ~ < -~" ( ) q P, . )  . . . . . .  ~- .~  , , . -1 ,  ~ ._~ 
the-n, by n ~.atement above, p = p-](i  - I) ~< p-~e(i) = q, .wh.~_- h' 
- -  x -  . . . . . . .  ~ U~Ui l .  
by the Lemma, a, >i a,_ l + 1, whence h~p)-, p~q) < 2~ < "~(a,- ai_l). To 
complete the verification d (i), we must show that k~ < hi. Using t~ ffi 
- t~ . . . . .  t,, this ~ount~ to showing ~th~t p~) -  h~ < 2~(a, + - . .  + a,  
• - tO .  is - ' - -  - " e~ea~, ~n~ p~)  h~ < 2~ < 2~(a~ + . . .  + a ,  - 
fl~ . . . . .  ft.) by the definition of the case. The proof is finished. [] 
C o ~ L ~ .  it wouid seem that/Tom Theo~m 1 by the simpl, 
substitution H ~ U*HU, R --~ V*RV we ~h~__odd be able to deduce 
e~( H + B) _ e~v~iloe~wRv (s) 
for appropriate urdtary matrices U and V dependent on H and R ~]owever, 
does not follow, because the U and V in Theorem I depend on H and R 
and so will change under any submmtion. (The inverse function theorem 
would be needed to justify the substitution, but it only is a local tool.) To 
• hmmh a counterexample to (2), let us exhibit a Hermitian H and a 
Hermi~ L with the eigenvalues d H, L inte "rlacmg (on the real axis) and 
with the eigenvalues d e jH and e ~L not interk~ving (on the unit circle). We 
~__h_all th__en b_aave (~e~ for example, [8, Theorem 2]) L ffi H + R wRh rank R ~ 1, 
and by [1] for kthis H and R the equ~ (2) is h~~ble  for any m~ry  
U, V. For the de~ed H m~ L we ~nply take ~e eigenvalues of H to ~ 0 
(with mulUplicity n -  1) and ~ (once), and the eigenvalues of L to be zero 
(wi~ mu]~plicitT n -  2), ~/2 (once), 5~/2 (once.) 
P~fo f  ~t/ary  2. Let X be an eigenvalue of K, and take R - K - X L 
~_en, ~. , -~  n- -2 ,  the rank of R is at most one, so Theorem 1 may be 
app~ed. Now mul~ply by ~des by e ~xz and use e~%~xz-e ~R*~, 
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the center of the matrix algebra. 
This mmon[ng fails to reach *~e 3 × 3 ~ for general H, K became the 
simple sub~mc~on f a scalar matrix from ~: generally cannot reduce its rank 
to one. 
For the ~e algebra statement, ~o generality is lost if we take/t ,  K to 
have zero trace, and not to connnute. Then the real Lie algebra spanned by 
the skew Hermi~m matrices iH, iK is three dimensional and so spans the 
three dimemioual real space of all 2 X 2 skew HermifiA- matrices with zero 
trace. Ce~i_~nly U = e ~ for some Hermitian P, which can be taken to have 
zero trace, and which therefore is in the real Lie algebra generated by ill, ~,K. 
S'mfi]ady for V. 
P ,~"  o f  ~~,~ .o.. ~ ~~t  c, -'~" ....... be any positive value for . ~ v ,  F _ ~ VV aa J t  
which (3n + 1)% + n arcsin(e % - I) < 5. As the left hand side of this e~p~-  
sion vanishes at 0, a positive % < ~ exists. Admitte~y inelegant, his condi- 
tion suffices to make our reasoning work, even though it produces an 
unnecessarily small and dimension dependent %. 
Suppressing obvious cases, we may assume n >I 2, A nonscalar, and R 
nonz~m. ~me r -~R-  !, we have R ~ =~R, where ~: ffi trR. Hence 
_R  y - ~, + oR with o a ~ ,  and thus eAe ~ = e ~ + Z, where rank Z <~ i. 
Let h.l,,..,.A ~!... lh~_4) ~ the similarity invariant factors of A. These are 
poiynomials in one indete~te ,  let us call it ~, emd the bar [L_  ~ieie denotes 
"~vides." We shall use analogous notation for the similarity inv-ariant factors 
of ,:~ther matrices. 
Note that eigenvalues a x ~ ua of A camtot satisfy e ~ = e ~, ~hlce this 
wou]d imply a t = ao +2m~i, with m a nonzero integer, ~-._.d ~emfom 
2lm[~ ~< laal+ la~.l ~< 2IIAI[ ~ 2e.  < 1. Tb~ is a contradicUon. 
H an eigenv~t~e a of A has an elementary divisor (~ - a) ~, then e A has 
(X -  e~) k as an elementar~ ~ divisor. Became invariant factors are got by 
. . . . .  ~"- -' . . . . . . . . . .  ~'-..:,-,,~ o.d __because the last varagraph prevents 
distinct eigenvalues of A from becoming equal eigenvalues of e A, the 
~nvarmt factors hx(eA)l . . .  Ih,(e A) of e A are obtained from the invariant 
factors of A by changing each root a of A to e -~. 
We have eA~ ~-- ~L for some nommiq'de matrix L. V, re want to control 
the nonuni~ueness to spec~/an L we wish to me. Let W f f i  e Aea and let w 
denote an eigenvalue of W. We have W- I ~-(e A -  I )e a +(e a -  ~), 
lle ll < and lie - e "A" - 1, so that 
]w - 11 < l ]W-  :I] < e j~Ail+~lRsl - 1 ~< e 9~- - 1. 
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Thus w lies in a circle of m~us e ~. - 1 < 1 centered at 1, so that lw[ .~ e ~", 
]arg wl  ~< ar~-n(e  ~'" - 1)o Then w = e" where ~o = lnlwl+ ~arg w and ~0 
• " *~ '1~ sat i res  l~ l  ~< 2~,,  " °" ~. .  _ .  +are~__te - 1)-.ft~..),  say, Th~ I,ol < ~, using n  ~. 
We now choose the L in W fe  L so tl~t each e!~en~"  ~ r  
(}, - w)4 iv. W corresponds to ~e e lemen~ divisor (~ - ~0)4 in L. This is 
~b!v ,  for e~mple, by working with the Jordan canonical form. A choice 
for the n-~trix L is now specified, and the choice of the numBers ,0 implies 
that di~-Tmct eige-~a-'alues ~ L bev~me ~nct  eigenvalue~ of e L. 
Since e L = W ffi e A + Z, with rank Z ~ 1, by [6] we have 
h,(eL)jh~(e A i i~,~eLiih,(eAi j . . . ,  
h t (  eA ) lh~( eL  ) !ha( eA )l , , . L  ~ I . . . 
i ' °4X"  l I 
and therefore, 
ht (L ) Jh , (A ) lh3(L ) lh4(A) !  " " , h~(a) Jh~(L) Jh3(A) ih4(L) j - - - .  
Hence, by [6] again, there exists a matrix M, with rank M ~ 1, such that 
A + M is similar to L. We wish to ensure that M is non~cro. H M = 0, we 
would have A similar to L. However, by considering one Jordan block in A 
Belonging to art =i~mentary divisor (X - a) 4 with k > i, or (if no such block 
exists), by considering diag(at, a,  ) with a t ~ a~, one can establish the 
existence of a rank one matrix M such that A + M is sixrd]~ to A, and hence 
simJ!~ to L. Thus we may adjust m to make its rank be one. 
We now wish to show that lxM ffi trR. We have e L= e%a; hence by 
~___ O * detemgnants tr L ~A + tr R +.m~r~ for some integer m. Letting ~o denote 
the typical eigenvalue of L, a the typical eigenvaiue of A, and ~ the 
nortrivial eigenvalue of R, we get 
,~  I - ,  i ~" '  ' "  ~ ' " i~ i  
n f (c . )  + -IIAII+ IIRU ~ . f ( c . )  + no. + c.. 
However, ~. was chosen so that {n] (c . )+nc .}+~.<~;  thus m-O.  
Therefore, _~L ~ i ra  + trR. However, IxL ffi IxA + tr M; therefore, ix M - 
la'R. 
Because R and M are rank are ma~ces with equal traces, they must Be 
similar. And L is similar to A + M, so that L = S(A + M)$-l  for some 
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~nver~bie $. ~hus 
eAe R = e L --_ ~SAS-~+SMS-I_~ eSAS-] + TRT-t 
for some inverfible T. This completes the proof° [] 
Pn~of o f  C .~o~,~ 4 Let n - ~ - ~i, where ~ is aa e~ge~vaiue of B, 
then proceed as in the proof of Corollary 2. For th~ Lie algebra statement, we 
m~v take A, B to be noncommutat~ve with ~ro  trace. Then the Lie algebra 
generated by A, B is two or three dimensional. Certainly S = e e for some P, 
which may be taken to bare zero trace, and so belongs to the desir~ ~e 
algebra when it i~ th~ dim_en~ona!. When it is two dimensional, it must be 
sinfilar (isomorphic) to the Lie ~,dgebm of 2 x 2 upper trianbadar matrices with 
zero trace. Adjusting both A and ~ , by" scalar maUicm, o~ o_~t~ve, we may 
take A ~e~nd B to  have the iorm.s 
b 
respech_'_vely. Then ~ ~em_.ent X may be seen t~ exist such that e'~e= e x 
with X having a zero first cohmm and second column x, a + fl, for some 
value of x. And from tim it is easy to check ~t  X- -SAS-  t + TBT-t with 
S = e*, T ffi e" for stfitab!e ~.ang, la!a. a~ o ,  ,r ~Ath zero main diagonal. [] 
R~4~ 5o 1~~ 3 and Com//ary 4 ate ~he for matr/ces not 
o~. j jK ,~. . . .~  po,~f O. 
Proof. We shah e~bi t  matrices A,B  for which e%sffie sAs-~'*zs~ 
cannot be satisfied by any choice of nonsing~r matrices S and T. 
Let A be a nonzero scalar multiple of the compaaion matr~ of the 
poiynom~ ~". Take the cohunn vector x to have its first n -  i components 
zero and the last ~ to 2~i° .Set the row vector y -  [0,0,...,0,1], and put 
B ~ ~.  Then B - d~g(0, 0,..., 0, "2~i), e B _. I, e % s is a triangtdar striped 
matr~ with d~gonal entries all one and nonzero superdiagonal, and hence 
oAe B has (~-  1) n aS its only nontrivial elementary_ divisor. H there were 
A B SAS l+ nonsingu~ matrices $,T such that e v ffi e - zBz-~ then we would 
have a .~..~ one matr~ R similar to B such that e ~+s had (~-  1)" as its 
only e lemen~ divisor. This c~uld happen only if A + R had (~ - z)" as its 
only e|ernen~3, divi~r, for ~e  n~M~_her z ~y ins  e z= 1. Taking ~s ,  
we get nz -- trA + tr R -- 2~i, whence z -~ 2~i/n.  For n > 1, this z does not 
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satisfy e z ffi 1. This example also shows that the exponential |ormu~  is f~  ff 
only one of A or B is required to be near zero. 
" " d~ ~c~= counterexample in which both A and It ~ not too dt~c~_ ~.  
are diagonaiiz~le, since even thee e% ~ can ~ have non|t~car elementary 
divisorso For example, take A ffi ~ag(O, 1) and 
[uv  u j" 
where u, ,> are sol:~ov~ of u + ~ = 1, u(e  - 1)+ ~(1 - e - t )  = - 3 - e. Then 
B ~ffi - B, es= I +( i -  e-~)B, since B ha~ r~-.~ ~- "-,~e ~_-.~ _~ - !, and by 
computation e% ~ has (~ + I) ~ as its only nontrivial elementary divisor. H S 
and T existed, for a w~trix C similar to B the sum A + C would neeessa~Jy 
have (), - z)a as its only elementary divisor, where z was some number with 
e z - - 1. Taking traces, we get 2z ffi t rA+ tr B ffi 0, whence z ffi 0 and 
e z ~s - 1, a conhmtiction. 
These ezamples ~ow that Theorem 3 and Corollary 4 ~ purely local, 
valid only for matrices near enough to zero. On the other ~ Theorem 1 
and Corollary 2 are g lo t~ ~.~ ~, , - ,~  ~.~o-  o~ t~be ~e ~ ~e matr~ 
exponents. The underlying nmson for thi_s _d~erenee in properties lies in the 
eompac~mess of the unitary group and the noncompactness of the ~e~-era] 
lin2ar ~m,... 
We conclude with the fol]owing remarks. 
The following theorem is true [5, 10], but the simple teehniques 
above seem m, . .~ .~ ~ t ,~o~g it. 
that i f  H, K are Hennitian ~ in this ndghbodu~,  -~--. ~.m~a_ 
e ~(°uw+V~V*), with U~e oOs'~) and Vffie ~-~, -m)  where p(z,~) is an 
in f in~ se~s  in ~ ~  Lt~ conmmtat~ of  x ~ ~ with ~ ~ -  
Thus p( iH,  i K )  - i L  and 0( - iK, - i l l )  = iM for Hermit/an matrices L 
and M. Moreover, the ~ ie  series can be used to e~ress o ~ ~ ~ 
a~-'¢ ]mwon: that in [5], and another by the present author [I0] in w~c~ # 
computed to terms of degree ten. There is strong evidence that t~e neighbor- 
hood in Theorem 5 is at least as large as the mt  sphe~ in any norm for 
which [[[g, Y]!! ~< [[xH llY][, [z, y] being the Lie con~nu~tor. 
The methods of this paper ~ p ~ure]y ~d hoe, na~ enough but not we]] 
~L~t~] to the problems ~mg con~dered. For the local theorem, the best 
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tecl~f~e is manipciation of the CampbeH-Bak~r~Hausdorff formula, as men- 
~oned ea~]~er. ~,~ -~st approach to the global prob|em a~ost cert~|y is 
a]so Lie t,heoretic; ~he app~osch above and in [7] uses delicate igew~a]ue 
estimates and careful ana]ys~s on the Riemann stvdace for the loga~thm 
function, which cannot be optima] reasoning. In view of Theorems 1 and 5, 
the main result of [7] cited at the start of ~ paper must admit this 
supplement; U ffi e ~L, V ffi e ~u, where both ~L and ~M belong to the real Lie 
algebra, generated by ~H and ~K. The technic~ues in [5] in fact appear to be 
g~oba] enough to establish t~.  
The ~epa~ of ~ paper was ~ (at m~ ,~)  b~ ~nanctal 
su~ from ~he Na~o~l ~ e  Founda~ the, Air Force Offu~e of 
~ j~ ~es~wh, ond W~t  Paae~on AFB. I am ~ed~b~ toF. Rouv,~ve 
~ d~a~ng m~ a~.~n to [~], [3], and [~], and for h~a not ~t  ~bl~hed 
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